FTI Technology Named to 100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management List for Sixth
Consecutive Year
March 29, 2016
KMWorld Magazine Recognizes Firm for its Innovative Ringtail E-Discovery Software and Radiance Visual Analytics
Platform
WASHINGTON, March 29, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- FTI Consulting, Inc. (NYSE:FCN), the global business advisory firm dedicated to helping
organizations protect and enhance their enterprise value, today announced that for the sixth consecutive year, its Technology segment has been
named to KMWorld magazine’s 100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management list. KMWorld magazine selected FTI Technology for its two
innovative software platforms, Ringtail® and RadianceTM, which offer easy-to-use visual analytics for finding important data in investigations, early
case assessment (“ECA”) and e-discovery.
“Being named to our list of 100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management is a prestigious designation because it represents the best in
innovation, creativity and functionality,” said Sandra Haimila, Editor of KMWorld. “FTI Technology earns this recognition by offering solutions that help
users easily find, analyze and share crucial knowledge within the legal, regulatory and investigative context.”
The Radiance visual analytics platform, launched in January 2016, allows organizations to connect, enrich, analyze and visualize millions of
documents from disparate sources in a single, elegantly designed user interface. With a powerful search engine and a library of advanced
visualizations – including social networking, communication patterns, concept clustering and timelines – Radiance can aid organizations in a number
of common use cases, including investigation, early data assessment and the identification of high-risk data such as personally identifiable information
(“PII”).
The Ringtail e-discovery platform supports law firms and corporate legal teams of all sizes that are tasked with managing the complexity and scope of
today’s global e-discovery. A full-featured platform, Ringtail software processes and culls data, provides a broad range of tools for quick data review
and coding and gives users a comprehensive set of redaction and production tools. Ringtail also features world class visual analytics, concept
clustering, predictive coding and advanced workflows.
“When FTI Technology introduced the concept of visual analytics for e-discovery more than 10 years ago, its application was still in a nascent stage,”
said Patrick Strong, Senior Managing Director in the Technology segment at FTI Consulting. “Today, more and more attorneys, investigators and
e-discovery professionals are taking advantage of visual analytics to make sense of large data volumes and find key facts quickly. We are honored that
KMWorld magazine has acknowledged FTI Technology’s software innovation for six years running.
FTI Technology has received numerous honors from the legal and IT industries for software innovation, including selection by The National Law
Journal, The Legal Intelligencer, The Recorder and CIOReview, as leaders in e-discovery software and services. FTI Technology was also included in
the ‘Leaders’ quadrant of Gartner’s ‘Magic Quadrant for E-Discovery Software’ report ( Jie Zhang, Garth Landers, May 18, 2015); and Gartner has
given the company the highest product score for its Ringtail® e-discovery software in the Legal Review Use Case in Gartner’s ‘Critical Capabilities for
E-Discovery’ report (Jie Zhang, Garth Landers, October 6, 2015). Twenty e-discovery software providers were evaluated in the inaugural report, and a
complimentary copy is available at the FTI Technology site.
For more information on the KMWorld magazine award, visit www.kmworld.com. For more information on FTI Technology, visit www.ftitechnology.com.
Methodology
KMWorld Trend-Setting Products began in 2003. More than 650 offerings from vendors were assessed by the magazines’ judging panel, which
consists of editorial colleagues, analysts, system integrators, vendors themselves, line-of-business managers and users. All products selected
demonstrate clearly identifiable technology breakthroughs that serve the vendors’ full spectrum of constituencies, especially their customers.
About KMWorld
KMWorld (www.kmworld.com) is the leading information provider serving the Knowledge Management systems market and covers the latest in
Content, Document and Knowledge Management, informing more than 30,000 subscribers about the components and processes - and subsequent
success stories - that together offer solutions for improving business performance. KMWorld is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc.
(www.infotoday.com)
About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting, Inc. is a global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations protect and enhance enterprise value in an increasingly
complex legal, regulatory and economic environment. With more than 4,600 employees located in 28 countries, FTI Consulting professionals work
closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges in areas such as investigations, litigation, mergers and
acquisitions, regulatory issues, reputation management, strategic communications and restructuring. The Company generated $1.78 billion in
revenues during fiscal year 2015. For more information, visit www.fticonsulting.com and connect with us on Twitter (@FTIConsulting), Facebook and
LinkedIn.
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